In Lounge Thurs., lores Shindelman, '48, Use Gluck-Rosen, Miriam Millman, and De­
Rosen, '49, and Irma Rhinegold, Trop, Lawrence Fried, '50; Decora­
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THE TREASURE HOUR OF SONG
Telephone 4-2290

ONE WEEK SPECIAL
STATE COLLEGE SONGBOOKS
CLOTHBOUND
39c

WIN 3 THRILLING DAYS IN NEW YORK
ALL EXPENSE PAID
SEATING MUSICAL COMEDY

GEORGE E. NAGENGAST & SONS
Albany's Favorite Flower Shop
ORCHIDS — GARDENIAS — ROSES
CORSAGES for any occasion
Washington and Main Streets Telephone 5-9041

GEORGE E. NAGENGAST & SONS
Albany's Favorite Flower Shop
ORCHIDS — GARDENIAS — ROSES
CORSAGES for any occasion
Washington and Main Streets Telephone 5-9041
ON THE OTHER HAND

Life Can Be Beautiful
Under Proper Social Conditions

By Joyce Chism

The Central theme from the beginning of democracy and rather
recently throughout the whole of the United States has been the
rejection of war and the promotion of peace. The peaceful;
well-being of the individual is too important to risk;
and constant strife is in the best interest of all.

In this era of atomic weapons, it is easy to be
alarmed at the thought of a possible world war.
However, we must remember that peace is
not just the absence of war, but the existence
of harmony between nations.

The United States has been a leader in
international conflict resolution, and its
efforts have been successful.

In conclusion, peace is the best policy for
the individual and the nation.

Communications

T. R. Brennan brought a letter from
the Department of Agriculture to
inform us of the impending
seasonal changes and the
recommendations for
preparing for them.

The letter stated that;

1. Spring temperatures are expected
to rise gradually, with the
temperature in the
middle of April predicted
at 70 degrees.

2. The soil will require
preparation for planting
with the use of
fertilizers and
pesticides.

3. The
harvest season will
begin in June, with
the peak
expected in July and
August.

4. The
temperature in September
is expected to drop
gradually, with the
average temperature in
the middle of the month
predicted at 60 degrees.

5. The winter season will begin
in October, with the
temperature in the
middle of the month
predicted at 30 degrees.

6. The
soil will require
preparation for wintering
with the use of
mulch and
fertilizer.

7. The
harvest season will
end in November, with
the peak expected in
December.

The
letter concluded with
the recommendation for
the use of appropriate
precautions for the
seasonal changes.

Chaos Lost -- Hell Regained

Greeks Initiate
New Members, Set Future Plans

By John Roman

As Allegorical Play in 2 Acts

Chaos Lost -- Hell Regained

By John Roman

Chaos Lost -- Hell Regained

By John Roman

Homer's Greek god, Chaos,
was banished by the
other gods to Tartarus
in the underworld.

In this allegorical play,
the character of Chaos
is reborn as Hell
and seeks revenge on
the gods.

The play is divided into
2 acts, with the first
act depicting Chaos' rise
to power and the
second act showing the
collapse of the
world.

The play is
performed
at the
author's
college
theater, with
the
productions
on
March 28 and
April 4.

Cultures Of All Nations To Furnish
Theme For Gala IGC Folk Festival

By Joyce Chism

The theme for the Gala IGC Folk
Festival is "Cultures of All Nations".

The festival is
planned to take place
on April 28 and
includes performances
by
talent from around the
world.

The festival is
expected to bring
together people
from
diverse cultural
backgrounds and
promote
understanding and
tolerance.

Boulevard Cafeteria

PHONE 8-7652

"MEET AND EAT AT THE BOULDER"

193-200 CENTRAL AVENUE

ALBANY, N. Y.

Emil J. Nangenst

"Buy Where The Flowers Grow"

FLORENT & GREENHOUSE

DEAL 1-4115

OUR ONLY STORE SPECIAL ATTENTION TO SOMETHING AND FURTHERMORE

Send your greetings by Record.
The Co-op has a Record for Every Occasion

Telephone 4-2120

Masterson & Sonnan

HATCHES AND DIAMONDS

Better Quality

20 S. FARMSTREET

ALBANY, N. Y.

The Hague Studio

"TUESDAY AT 8 Fresco"

HOLLYWOOD COMES EAST TO TAKE YOUR PORTRAIT

OPEN 8:00 TO 10:00 DAILY

By appointment

411 MADISON AVENUE

TELEPHONE 4-8677
EPP Cops Loop Title; Ends Undefeated Season
Sudnoff Grabs, 3-30
Taking Eighth Encounter

Froshs’ Edge ‘49

Athletic Councils Plan Schedules For New Season

The Baner
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Has not been without honor as can
yetball game, no one who saw those
favorite subject of ours, but since
merited us. What other class
have Sophomore Class in our Soph col­
umn. Not wishing to break tradi­
making varsity and junior varsity
once for the benefit of those who
fought or close-scored as the games
were played this year in Page.

Leading off the second quarter,

Play was slow getting underway but each and every Soph that
were there to witness the exhibition of our boys
never regretted their having come.
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